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Topic 4b - Introduction to Flamingo 

[Ben Hayes] So this presentation will act as an introduction to Flamingo, the business front 

end for Oasis. We'll go through the technical configuration of Flamingo-- so how it fits into 

the wider architecture of Oasis; we'll go through a typical use case, so how would a user 

interact with the system on a daily basis; and then we'll delve deep into the idea of a 

process. The process sits at the heart of Flamingo and it combines all the constituent parts 

of a catastrophe model into a single process which we can run against an Oasis.  

Hello, welcome to the introduction to Flamingo. So what is Flamingo? Flamingo is a business 

front end for Oasis. It allows users to manage their exposure data into Oasis, run what we 

call processes or analyses to calculate losses for a particular set of exposures against a 

particular model. And it also allows users to manage their files-- both their exposure files, 

which are detailed versions of their exposures; the Oasis files, which are abstract and sparse 

versions of those exposures files; and the output files that we will receive out of Oasis after 

successful analysis.  

A little about the technical configuration then. Flamingo is composed of two parts. There's a 

Flamingo web server and a Flamingo database. The user interacts with the Flamingo web 

server via a website. The Flamingo web server communicates with the Flamingo database 

passing files backwards and forwards and it will then parse instructions onto Oasis about the 

analysis to be run. And a notification will be passed back to the user to let them know that 

their analysis is complete.  

So how does it work? At the heart of Flamingo is the concept of a process. A process is the 

combination of a program, which is a set of files represented in the exposures; the model, 

which is a set of files represented in the model itself, i.e. the events, their footprints, and 

vulnerabilities; and a workflow, which is an ordered list of instructions or API calls to Oasis 

resulting in an output or set of outputs. So we'll start off looking at the program, which, as 

we had mentioned earlier, is a set of files represented in the exposures themselves.  

The first step that we will take is to take some source data and transform it into a canonical 

format of data to store it within Flamingo itself. This is done by taking a source format of 

data, validating it using an XSD, transforming it using an XSLT into canonical file format, 

which is optimized for import into the canonical data model itself. Now once we have our 

data in the canonical data format, the next step that we need to take is to transform that 

data once again into the model-specific format needed for the model provider to map the 

exposures into the AreaPeril and Vulnerability Oasis keys. This is done in this part of the 

time.  

Now we don't send the whole exposure set over to the model provider at this point, we only 

send the pertinent pieces of information they need to map the Oasis keys such as where is 
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the exposure? What is it made of? Which coverages are we interested in and which perils? 

This allows the model provider to send back to the canonical data model the AreaPeril and 

vulnerability IDs that are specific to their model. Once we have the model specific AreaPeril 

and vulnerability IDs, we can combine it with the exposure data that we stored in the 

canonical data model earlier on and then convert that data into the abstract and sparse 

Oasis formats that are needed to run in Oasis model.  

So going on now to the workflow. The workflow is an in ordered list of instructions to Oasis 

resulting in an output or set of outputs. Flamingo communicates with Oasis via API calls The 

first of these calls will be a post of the exposure files that we've generated in the 

transformations. Flamingo will post the exposure files to the Oasis server, and Oasis will 

reply to Flamingo letting it know exactly where it stored the Oasis files that were posted. 

And here, Flamingo sends back the analysis settings, including the runtime parameters and 

the location of exposures that Oasis just told it. Oasis will then reply to Flamingo letting it 

know a queue resource-- so where in the Oasis Q system the analysis sits. Flamingo will then 

pull the Oasis system where the Q resource was key in order to understand the state of the 

analysis that it has requested.  

Oasis will continue to update Flamingo with the status as it's running and once the status is 

complete, it will return the location on the Oasis server of the output files that it's created. 

Flamingo will then request the output files by firing back the location of the outputs that it 

wants, and Oasis will, at that point, return the output files to Flamingo. The next step we're 

going to talk about very briefly is the model. The model is a set of files representing the 

model i.e. the events, their footprints and vulnerabilities. This is covered in more detail in 

the representing model in Oasis section. So we won't go into it in too much detail.  

But I'll just briefly, say a model in Oasis is represented as a hazard module and a 

vulnerability module. The hazard module consists of a set of events and hazard footprints. 

Hazard footprints are the intensity of a given event in a given AreaPeril. And the 

vulnerability module tells us for a given intensity and vulnerability category what the 

damage distribution will be. The, exposures or items, have AreaPeril and vulnerability IDs 

that were returned from the model provider, and that allows us to tie the exposure module 

in with the hazard module and vulnerability module.  

So just to recap, the process is a combination of a program, which is the exposure; a model, 

which are the model files; and a workflow, which is a list of instructions to Oasis. Once we 

have a process, we can initiate a process run, which is a request to Oasis to execute a 

particular workflow with a model and program combination. So in summary, Flamingo is a 

business front end to Oasis. It does sit separately to Oasis but interacts with it. At the heart 

of Flamingo is the concept of a process, which combines a program; i.e. the exposures; a 

model, which is a set of events, hazard footprints, vulnerabilities; and a workflow, which is 

an ordered list of instructions, or API calls, to Oasis. Flamingo communicates with Oasis and 

allows users to manage the files both into and out of Oasis. Thank you.  
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So now we're going to go on to a demonstration of Flamingo in action. We're going to show 

how we transform exposure data within the system, how we manage the files, how we 

generate processes, and then we'll go into actually run a process and view the output files. 

 


